
The Korean Verb ha and Verb Complementation1 

1. Introductory. 

Byung-Soo Park 

(Kyung Hee University) 

It may be said that the Korean verb -o-F appearing In a sentence such as (l) means: 

roughly the same thing as the English verb do appearing in the English equivalent of 

(l): John does (or is doing) (his) homework. Its meaning involves a certain action or 

activity; exactly what kind of action or activity is involved depends on what its object 

noun is. 

(l) ~ol ~~1 ~ ~t.:J-. 

The activity involved in (l) IS 'doing homework.' Similarly, the action or activity of" 

'doing research' is involved in (2a) , 'making a speech' in C2b) , 'having a fight or 

fighting' in (2c) , and 'doing a song or singing' in (2d) . 

(2) (a) X7t ~T~ ~tt.:J-. 

Cb) X 7t ~.AJ. ~ ~l-t:l-. 

(c) X 7t ~H" ~ ~}t.:J-. 

(d) X 7t .s..i!jJ ~ ~t.:J-. 

But it is not immediately clear what "8"t means In sentences such as (3) below. 

(3) (a) t.t~ ::J.. o:jAt~ *ot~t.:J-. 

(b) t.t~ ::J.. o:jAt~ -Mo1-&"l-t:l-. 

Although it is difficult to pinpoint its meaning at the present moment, I am not willing to · 

1 This is a slightly revised version of Chapter 2 of my doctoral dissertation (1972) . Korean data, 
which were phonemically transcribed along with English translaticn l in the original dissertation, . 
are given here in the traditional Korean writing system. The last section of the original Chapter 

which is concerned with double subject constructions is omitted here. Other differences are to· 
be interpreted as corrections. 

2. This verb should be represented as hay if the principle of underlying representation in phonology 
were strictly obse rved . The verb is tradi tionally known as a 9 irregular verb since, unlike 
other regular verbs, it takes y before morphemes such as <>1 Al , <>1 et and 9;i . But if the under
lying form of the verb is taken to be hay , there wiIl be nothing irregular about the verb. 
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go along with the widely acknowledged view that '8"} is a semantically empty element of 

some sort;3 nor do I accept the traditional view that it is a kind of auxiliary ,verb.' Instead 

I assert that the verb '8"} occurring in (3) as well as in (l) and (2) is not only syntac·

tically but semantically a significant element and furthermore that it functions as a main 

verb rather than an auxiliary. Saying that:i>} is semantically vacuOus seems to me to

be an evasive attempt. We will see that the syntactic behavior of -'8"} will not be clarified 

until its semantic property is revealed. 

As a first approximation, let us compare sentences (4a) and (4b) with (3a) and C3b) . 

(4) (a) 1.f~ ::L cxjA}7} ~4. 

( b) 1.f~ ::L cxjA}7} 1!4. 
Sentences (4a and b) would be assumed to be synonymous with (3a and b) respectively ' 

by those who claim that '8"} in (3) is a semantically empty element, since the main 

difference between the two sentences is seemingly nothing but the presence or absence of 

the verb '8"}.5 They sound indeed deceptively synonymous. 

I will argue, however, that (3) and (4) are not synonymous. They are different In an 

important semantic respect. Note that the main verbs * and 1! in (4) are stative verbs 

while the verb phra~es 'f0}'8"}. and 1!o-] '8"} are nonstative.6 Exactly for this reason, 't and 

1! with the present (or progressive) tense suffix ~ would be ungrammatical (i.e., *1.f ~ 

::L cxj A}7} *~ '4 and *'-1- ~ ::L cxj A}?} 1!~ 9-), whereas *o}'8"} and 1!o-] '8"} with the 

same suffix are well-formed as the sentences in (3) show. 7 Sentences (3) and (4) cannot 

possibly be synonymous as long as the semantic distinction between stative and nonstati~e 

verbs is being maintained. They must be derived from different underlying structures. -

3 For instance, J. Ree (1969: 188) remarks in his dissertation" .. . the verb(alizer) hata cannot 
have any semantic function ... To put it another way, hata ... may be regareded as 'dummy' auxiliary 
verb (quite like the auxiliary do in English) whose function is, besides serving as supports, to make 
some syntactically necessary distinction such as tense, level of speech, aspect, etc ... " Also. Lee(197C) · 
is based on essentially the same view when he discusses what he calls 'verbalized adjectives' (e.g., 
~o}'8'}4. {~oJ '8'}4 etc.) 

4 Cf. H.B. Choi (1965:379); also see Ree (1969: 101). 
S In fact, this is what H.B. Lee (1970) assumed throughout Section 2. 1. He assumes that 

sentences like (3a) and (4a) are derived from one and the same underlying structure. Ree (1969: 
115. 117) is of the same opinion. _ I consider this as a crucial mistake. 

6 As for the stative'nonstative distinction. see G. Lakoff (1970) . 
7 For the same reason, the nonstative verbs -'} oJ-%} and fi oJ %} may occur in imperative sentences, _ 

but the stative verbs ~ and ft may not.(78.9J-~ %,o}%}.:i!. *.9J~ f~oJ%}99- vs. *78.9]7)- %.:i!. *.9] 
7} t~ oJ 9-) The ungrammaticaJity of the latter is due to the stativity of the main verbs ~ and tL 
but it is also related to the fact that only the first person pronoun can be the subject of a sentence 
like (4a and b) . See below. 
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Yet this semantic difference does not provide a definite answer to the question of what 

tthe verb 'ii} occurring in sentences like (3a and b) means. Since the verb 'ii} in Cl) and 

-(2) is just nonstative as the 'ii} in (3), perhaps the meaning of 'ii} in (3) involves a 

-certain action or activity roughly the same way as the verb 'ii} in (l) and (2) while 

no such action or activity is involved in (4). Keeping this point in mind, we will see if 

"there is any more relevant and revealing semantic difference between the type of sentences 

cin (3) and those in (4) which may eventually lead us to an answer to the question. 

To facilitate this inquiry along with an attempt to investigate the underlying structures 

'of the type of sentences under consideration, in the following section, we will concentrate 

-on the behavior of such stative verbs. 

2. Subjective Verbs. 8 

Subjective verbs are a class of stative verbs which have a unique semantic and syntactic 

"characteristic: they occur in a double subject sentence construction (see below) and the 

first of the two subjects must be first person (singular) . 9 This characteristic sounds 

,extremely unusual. It will become rather natural, however, when a semantic peculiarity 

-of such verbs is taken into consideration. Let us first observe some example sentences. 

"Each of the following sentences contains a subjective verb as its main verb: ((5a and b) 

;are the same as (4a and b).) 

(5) (a) '-t ~ :L 9 ?:}7} ~et. 

Cb) '-t~:L o1?:}7} -$let. 
Cc) '-t ~ :L o1?:}7} 'iJet. 
(d) 1f~ :L o1?:}7} :L~et. 

Ce) 1f~ :L 9 ?:}7} o}~ et. 
(f) '-t~ :L 9 ?:}7} .:T..(J et( 4'-~ et) 
(g) 1f~ :L 9 ?:}7} A] 7,3 4. 

Notice that there are two subject nouns 1f and:L 9 A} in each case. The first subject 

noun has subsequently been topicalized, thus taking the Topic Marker ~ rather than the 

Subject Marker 7 }.10 But this raises no problem to the analysis of subjective verbs in 

8, These verbs roughly correspond with those verbs which I. - So Yang (1972:159) calls 'verbs Of 
self· Judgment'. 

9 The first person plural pronoun can also be tbe first subject if it is used as 'inclusive.' 
10 Topicalization is assumed to be a transformation by which a major element of a sentence receives 

the topic marker i!::1i:: to become the 'topic' of the sentence or its speaker. A topicalized element 
"is optionally preposed. In the sentences in (5) . preposing has been applied vacuously because the 
subject nouns have been topicalized. 
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question; the topicalization of the first subject noun is optional though it seems in general 

preferable. In any event, we refer to such sentences as those in (5) as double subject 

constructions for the reason that the verbs in the sentences always require two subject 

nouns in a quite unique manner. ll That is, the first subject t-l- in (5a), for example, is 

the subject of the whole sentence, while the second subject::2 09 A} is the subject of an 

embedded or 'subordinate' sentence ::2 o:j A}7} ~q which in turn serves as the predicate 

of the whole sentence. I contend that the double subject construction is a special kind of 

complex sentence construction in which a sentence is embedded directly in the main sentence, 

functioning as its predicate. In sum, the deep structure of (5a) may be represented as 

follows: 

PMl 

I 
NP 
I 
If 

So 
I 

I 
NP 
I 

:L oj At 

I 
VP 

I 
%(cj-) 

Note that the emdebded sen tence SI is the predicate of . the main sentence So, each S 

having its own subject noun, i.e., t-l- in So and ::2 09 Al- in SI; hence a double subject 

construction. (But since this kind of embedding device is entirely novel, the notion of 

embedding should be extended to accomodate the double subject construction in Korean.) 

Next, note that the first subject is invariably the first person in every sentence in (5). 

No noun or pronoun other than the fi rst person prounoun may fill the first subject position. 

See the following anomalous senteces: 

(6) 

11 As for double subject constrcuctions, see my paper (1973 : 63-76) and Section 2.6 of my disser
tation. 

12 Note that this sentence is anomalous only if it is spoken by a person who is not a mother: it 
is a perfectly natural sentence if a mother has said it to her child. In general. kinship terms such as 
c>J Pi '-1. o}tJj.A] . e}A].;(], T lf, etc. and certain titles such as -'-,1"~ 'tl may be substitutable for thE 
first person pronoun just in case the speaker is in reality one of them. For instance, when you are 
talking to your son you may say ' o}tIj A] 7} Jlj ~ii}cj-' instead of (or in the same sense as) ''-lJ7} JI1 
~ii}cj-·. But of course you may not say the former to mean the latter when you talk to a person 
with whom you have no parental relationship. 
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In short, we now can say that a sentence whose main verb is a subjective verb always 

appears in the form of double subject construction and furthermore that the first of the 

two subjects is necessarily the first person pronoun. This is a fact in the Korean language. 

We then ask a question: Why is it the case? Why is it that only the first person pronoun 

is allowed to occur in the first subject position? Where does the semantic peculiarity of the 

subjective verb come from? This is a difficult question, perhaps one of the questions that 

deal with a certain poorly understood phenomenon of human psychology. We venture to 

pursue the question. 

It seems that the embedded sentence of each of the sentences in (5) describes what is 

happening in the speaker' s mind (Cf. PM 1) . In general, it seems to involve an emotional 

or psychological reaction to things and people; it expresses the speaker's purely subjective 

opinion about them. (E.g., ::L o:j A}7} ,*4. ::L o~ A}7} 1l- 4. ::L o:j A}7} -T-AJ 4 . ::L o:j A}7} 

?:]7t'/4. etc.) Now recall that such a sentence conveying the speaker' s purely subjective 

opinion has been embedded directly into a 'higher' sentence or the main sentence to 

function as its predicate in a double subject construction such as (5) . (See PM 1) What, 

then, can be the subject of that higher sentence? Nothing but the speaker who feels so 

and so, namely, the first person pronoun because otherwise we would find ourselves in a 

strange world in which one knows and feels what others feel about things and people to 

the extent that he is able to express it freely and precisely. This is an impossible world, 

or a t least it is not the world in which we live, for we have no ability to look into the 

other person's brain and to observe what is happening there. It would be inconceivable 

for the other person to express my own feelings at the present moment unless he and 

I were the same person (which might be possible in a mysterious or mystical world) . It 

is only I, the speaker, who can say how I feel about things and people at the present 

moment. This appears to be the reason why the only possible first subject in the double 

subject constructions such as (5 a·g) in which the main verbs are the subjective verb is 

the first person (singular) pronoun. The anomaly of (6) is due to a violation of this 

constraint: each of the sentences is anomalous because a person other than the speaker or 

the experiencer is describing how the experiencer feels about "the woman" as if he were 

the experiencer himself. 

However, we are certainly able to report the other person's feelings or, more correctly, 

how we thought he felt or what he told us about his feelings . Also, we are given the 

freedom to conjecture or predict how he feels about things and people or how you feel 
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about them. For these two reasons, a double subject construction with a non-first-person 

subject is possible only if either the Past Tense morpheme ~/~ or the Aspect morpheme 

39., which conveys the speaker's prediction or conjecture, occurs. Observe the following 

sentences: 

(7) (a) {j AJ.-<~ ~ ::z. oP}7} ~~4. 

(b) {j AJ. -<~ ~ ::z. 9 A}7} i'-39. 4. 

(c) t=l ~ ::z. 9 A}7} o}ll39. 4. 

Sentence (7a) is grammatical because of the Past Tense morpheme ~. By saying this 

sentence, I, the speaker, am telIing (you) what I experienced concerning ·Mr. Kim's feeling 

about the woman. Nothing anomalous is involved in my behavior of this sort. Sentences 

(7b and c) are grammatical because of the Conjecture Aspect morpheme 39. . I, the 

speaker, am simply making a guess about Mr. Kim's feeling about the woman in the 

case of (7b) and your feeling about the woman in the case of (7c) . There is nothing 

unusual in this kind of behavior and no anomaly is brought about. Thus the meaning of 

(7a) may be glossed as I report (or am telling you) that Mr. Kim liked the woman 

and the meanings of (7b and c) as I guess that Mr. Kim likes the woman and I guess 

that you like the woman, respectively. 

Thus far in this section we have defined the special class of stative verbs calIed subjec

tive verbs and discussed the source of their semantic peculiarity. Given the class of 

subjective verbs, we will call a sentence of which the main verb is a subjective verb a 

subjective verb sentence for the purpose of reference. In the folIowing section, we return 

to our major issues: the meaning of the verb occurring in such sentences as those in (3) 

and the underlying structure of such a sentence. 

3. The Meaning of the Verb O~. 

Back in Section 1, we suspected in connection with the stative-nonstative distinction 

between (4) and (3) that (3) may involve a certain action or activity whereas (4) invol

ves no such thing. Let us repeat sentences (3a) and (4a) here for the convenience of 

our discussion to follow. 

(3a) 1f ~ ::z. o~ A ~ ~ oHl-4. 

(4a) 1f~ ::z. O~A}7} ~-cJ .. 

We now know that (4a), but not (3a), is a subjective verb sentence. Precisely because 
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C3a) is not a subjective verb sentence, no constraint whatsoever is imposed on its subject: 

any noun, regardless of person, may be the subject of a sentence like C3a). Thus we 

may have the sentences in (8). (Compare these sentences with those in (6).) 

. ~~ 1 j 7J ~~'! ~ 
(8) 1 J. ;;r:J T>:: j 

~P1"-l~ 

etc. 

It seems clear that C3a) , not being a subjective verb sentence, has no bearing on the 

speaker's subjective opinion. Rather it seems to be a sentence which the speaker may use 

to report what the subject noun does with the object noun. That is, some sort of act, 

say, an act of 'liking', appears to be involved in (3a) , but not in C 4a). In fact , I claim 

that this is the crucia l difference between the two sentences. Suppose that you-a native 

Korean speaker-are looking at a bunch of photographs of women and you find one partic

ular woman especially attractive. In this situation, you would be very likely to say C4a)13 

to express your spontaneous reaction to the woman or the picture of the woman, but not 

C3a) , because all you can say naturally is perhaps how you feel about the woman at the 

present moment. Suppose, on the other hand, that while looking at the pictures, you 

happen to find the picture of woman whom you have liked all along. And if you wish to 

express or confess how you feel about her to your audience, you would be likely to say 

C3a), but not C4a) . To put this meaning difference between (3a) and C4a) in logical 

terms, we may say that C3a) entails C4a) but the converse is not necessarily true. In 

other words, if you have said C3a) , then you imply that C4a) is also true. If you have 

said C4a) , however, you do not necessarily imply that C3a) is also true. This is natural 

since an act involving thing or people in general presupposes a process of subjective 

evaluation of them on the part of the actor or speaker if the act is a conscious human 

behavior, but such an act does not always follow from such a process: even if you find a 

thing or a person beautiful or ugly, you mayor may not do sometHing about it or her 

(or him). (Cf. 1f.:c- J. oi ;;<}7} ~;;<1~, ~O}-~H~ ?1-.:c-4 vs . ?? 1f.:c- J. oi A} ~ ~o}-&"} 

;;<1~. *;;<1 ~ ~'§4.) 

What has become clear is that a certain act, which is absent in C 4a) , is involved in 

(3a). Thus we have confirmed that which we suspected in Section 1: a sentence like 

13 With a change of 0 ] <Xl;<} from ::L <Xl;<}, of course. 
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(3a) contains a semantic property 'action.' The next important question is: Where does 

the semantic property come from? 

We may answer quite confidently that it comes directly from the verb ~} which occurs 

in (3a); there seems to be no other candidate for the source of the meaning in the sentence. 

Now recall that the meaning of the verb -at in sentences like (l) and (2) (cf. p.46) involves 

a certain action or activity, which is certainly a part of the meaning of a nonstative 

verb. It follows that we are assuming· that the"fi} in (3a) is semantically the same 

thing as the "fi} in (l) and (2) in the sense that both are nonstative and accordingly 

involve a certain act. I maintain that this is indeed the case. It seems obvious that the 

view that the verb "fi} in (3a) is a semantically empty element is incorrect. If it is correct, 
, 

what could be responsible for the semantic property 'action' in (3a) which is absent in 

(4a)? There would be no way of accounting (or the meaning if the verb "fi} were seman· 

tically empty. The main syntactic difference between (3a) and (4a) is the presence and 

absence of the verb "fi}. If we assume that the verb -at in (3a) has the same meaning as 

the -at in (l) and (2) instead of meaning nothing, we can naturally explain the meaning 

'action' and there by the semantic difference between (3a) and (4a). The verb "fir must 

be generated in the deep structure of (38) instead of being introduced by trnasformation. 

There should be no place for it, on the other hand, in the deep structure of (4a). (See 

PM 1.) Also, the semantic fact that (3a) entails (4a) but not vice versa has to be 

reflected in the deep structure of (3a). It may be represented by having (4a) embedded 

in (3a). Taking into consideration all the facts discussed so far, I propose PM 2 as the deep 

structure of (3a). 

PM2 So 
I 

i I 
NP1 VP1 

I I 
J I 

If S V 
I I I I 

Sl COMP -ere'--"4 ) 
I I 

I I Or 
NP2 S2 

I I 
I I 

'f NPa VP2 

I I 
:3... oj;<j- V 

I 
%-
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Note that ~} is the main verb, being complemented by the embedded S1 which is the 

same as the underlying structure of sentence (4a) represented by PM 1. PM 2 shows 

that a sentence like (3a) is an instance of verb phrase complementation in Rosenbaum' s terms 

(1967). But the deep structure configuration differs from what it would be strictly accord

ing to Rosenbaum in one important respect. By generating the complementizer in deep 

structure rather than introducing it by transformation, I adopt Bresnan's theory of compl

lementation(1970:297-321). Bresnan has convincingly argued that complementizers are far 

from semantically empty and that the choice of complementizers is a matter of sub-categ

orization rather than of transformation since it largely depends on individual lexical items. 

She calls this new approach the 'phrase-structure hypothesis' as opposed to the 'transform

ational hypothesis' proposed by Rosenbaum and many others. The phrase structure 

hypothesis will be seen to be supported as our discussion proceeds. One particular argument 

for this view will be presented in Section 5. 

Ignoring features which are not at issue, four transformations are needed in order for 

PM 2 to reach its surface structure: a Complementizer Placement, an Equi-NP Deletion, a 

NP Raising and a Verb Raising. By the Complementizer Placement the complementizer 

will be lowered to be attached to the V of S2 as its daughter. By the Equi-NP Deletion 

NP2 will be deleted under the identity condition. By the NP Raising NP3 will move up to 

the direct object position of So. Finally, the Verb Raising, which is a node adjustment 

transformation so to speak, moves the V dominated by VP2 up to a newly created V 

node between VP1 and V. (This opera tion is known as a 'Chomsky-adjunction' convention.) 

In addition, the convention of tree-pruning is assumed to be applied so that all superfluous 

S nodes and dangling nodes with no lexical .items may be erased. 

The four transformational rules may be formalized as follows: 

Complementizer Placement (OBL) 

X [Y VJs COMP Z 

1 23 4 S =? 

1, 2, 3+4, rp 5 

Equi-NP Deletion (OBL) 

X NP1 [NP2 Y] s Z 

1 2 3 4 S=? 

1 2 ~ 4 5 

Condition: NP1 and NP2 are coreferential and morphologically identical. 
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NP Raising (OBL) 

X CY NP ZJs W 

12345=> 

1,3+2,1,4, 5 

Verb Raising (OBL) 

XCY V ZJvP W 

12 34 5 => 

1, 2, ifJ, 3#4, 5 

55 

The derivational processes from PM 2 to PM 3, which is roughly the surface structure 

except for the Subject and Object Markers, are shown below. 

PM 2 ij CO MP Placement 

S 
I I 

NP VP 
I I 

"1- I I 
S V 
I I 

I ~} 

s 
I 

I I 
NP S 
I I 

"1- I I 
NP VP 
I I 

::L 01 A} V 
I 

I I 
~ COMP 

I 
o} 

ij Equi-NP Deletion 

S 
I 

I I 
NP VP 
I I 

"1- I I 
s V 
I I 

I I ~} 

NP VP 
I I 

::L 01 AI- V 
I 

I I 
% COMP 

I 
o} 
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~ NP Raising 

S 
I 

I I 
NP VP 
I I 

1.f I I I 
NP S V 
I I I 

:::z. erj A~ VP ~~ 
I 
V 
I 

I I 
~ COMP 

I Or 

~ Verb Raising 

PM 3 S 
I 

I I 
NP VP 
I I 

1.f "j I 
NP V 
I I 

:::z. erj A} I I 
V V 
I I I I 

~ COMP "il} 

I 
0]-

The surface structure will eventually be obtained by assigning appropriate markers to NP's 

by the Subject and Object Markers insertion transformations. I' 

4. A Surface Structure Constraint. 

There is one condition to be met in the underlying structure of (3a) PM 1: NP I must 

be identical with NP2• This constraint is necessary because otherwise such un grammatical 

setences as (9) could be derived. 

{ 

7J A.J. ).~ ~ 1 
(9) * "9 = j:L 9 A}~ 1-1l7} *o}~4. 

Jf-~~ 

ect. 

Let us refer to this constraint as Subject Identity Condition. Without this condition, PM 

14 See Chapter 5 of my dissertation, for the treatment of the Sentence Ending insertion. 
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4 could be generated as the deep structure of the first ungrammatical sentence in (9). 

Then the Complementizer Placement and NP Raising could apply to it, but not the Equi

NP Deletion, the result being PM 5. 

PM 4 

PM 5 

I 
VP 
I 

I 1 
S V 

, __ .1 ___ , I 
SI COMP ~I-
1 , 

1----1 01-
NP2 S2 

1 I 
1f i 

So 
I 

NPa 
I 

=r. oj ~l-

, 
VP , 
I 
SI 
I 

I 
VP 
1 
~ 

I 
V 
I 

I ~)-
S2 
I_-

I 
VP , 
V , 

I 1 
~ COMP 

Since NPz is not identical with NP1 in PM 4, the Equi-NP Deletion cannot apply, which 

is the source of the ungrammaticality of sentence (9) or of the ill-formedness of PM 4. 

Its well-formed counterpart would be a phrase marker in which NPz is 7J.AJ. A~, thus meeting 

the Subject Identity Condition; namely, PM 6 below. 
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So 
1 

1 

VP 
1 1---1 

S V 

---'- , 
1 I;"L 

SI COMP vr 
1 I 

I °t 
S2 
I 

1 I 
NPa VP 

I I 
::2 cxj;;<} ~ 

From PM 6 is derived sentence (l0), which is the same as the first of (8). 

(10) ~ ~A] ~ 2 9A} ~ ~o}~4. 

How can we prevent such sentences as those in (9) from being generated? What is the 

device that allows the generation of PM 6 while rejecting PM 4? 

We may attempt to handle tbis problem by appealing to the filtering function of 

transformation. The transformational component of a generative grammar plays the role of 

a 'filter' that is capable of testing whether a given phrase-marker is qualified as an 

underlying structure of a well-formed surface structure. Chomsky (1965: 138) gives a 

definition of the notion of underlying structure in terms of the filtering role of transform

ation: "a generalized phrase-marker MD is the deep structure underlying the sentence S, 

with the surface structure Ms, just in case the transformational rules generate Ms from 

MD." In other words, a given phrase-marker MD is not the deep structure of a sentence 

if (any of) the transformational rules that have to be applied in the process of derivation 

is inapplicable because the condition imposed on the transformation is not met in MD; hence 

MD is filtered out as an ill-formed deep structure. It has been pointed out that the four 

transformations must be applied in the derivation of a sentence like (3a) and also that 

the source of the ungrammaticality of (9) is the inapplicability of the Equi-NP Deletion 

transformation. We may now say that PM4 is an iII-formed structure (i.e., it is to be 

filtered out) because the Equi-NP Deletion, which is obligatory, cannot apply due to a 

violation of the Subject Identity Condition. Thus it does not seem particularly difficult 

to block the generation of PM 4 in this manner. The difficult problem arises in connection 

with the generation of PM 6: How is PM 6 permitted to be generated? How can the 

embedded sentence SI be generated? Notice that Sl in isolation would be un grammatical 
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since its main verb is a subjective verb which permits nothing but the first person pronoun 

as its subject; the subject noun of SI in question is not first person. 'Let us separate SI 

from PM 6 to contrast it with PM 1, which is reproduced below as PM 7. As we know, 

PM 7 underlies the grammatical sentence (4a) (If ~ :::z. o:f A}7} ~t:J-), but PM 8 is an 

ill-formed structure which ,,"ould underlie an ungrammatical sentence such as one of the 

sentences in (6) (*{J 11..\S.gc ::L o:j .A}7} 't't:l-). Nonetheless, sentence (IO) or PM 6 into 

which PM 8 has been embedded is well-formed. Hence what we need is a device by which 

the generation of PM 8 is permitted if it occurs as an embedded sentence on the one hand 

and is blocked if it occurs in isolation or as an independent sentence on the other hand. 

PM 7 PM 8 
So SI 
I I 

I I 
NP1 SI 

i i 
NP S2 

I I 
I I 

1f NP VP 
I I 

I I 
7.1 11."'» NP VP 

I I I I 
:L aj;<} ~ :L aj;<} ~ 

We realize at this point that the filtering function is of no avail since there is no 

transformation to apply to PM 7 or PM 8 except for the Subject and Object Markers 

insertion transformations and the Sentence Ending insertion transformation. In this regard, 

PM 7 (or PM 8) acts like a simple sentence structure rather than a comlex sentence 

though it is a complex sentence structure in the sense that it has an embedded sentence. 

Kuroda argues, in his article "Attachment Transformations" (ReibeI and Schane 1969: 

331-351), that the filtering role of transformation may be exercised in complex sentences, 

not in simple sentences. In a deep structure underlying a simple sentence (including PM 

7 or PM 8), we can find no context m which the application of a transformation is 

blocked so that the deep structure may be filtered out, because there is no such trans

formation to be applied in the first place. 

Alternatively, one might suggest a deep-structural constraint by strict-subcategorizing 

subjective verbs such that they may have only the first person (singular) pronoun as ,theiJ: 

subject. ls However, this proposal is valid only to the extent that such a strict snbcategori

zation permits PM 7 while rejecting PM 8. But the problem is that it does not ~nly 

reject PM 8, but also wipes out even the possibility to generate PM 6 since the embedded 

sentence SI of PM 6 (i.e., PM 8) has already been rejected. The proposal cannot be 

15 For strict subcategorization features, 'see 'Chomsky (1965) Chapter 2. 
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Ilccepted for this reason, 

Thus we see that neither the transformational component nor the base comIX>nent can 

provide the device by which PM 8 is permitted to be generated if it is embedded while 

it is blocked if it is an independent sentence. It seems to follow that there is only one 

tl)ore possibility for statin.g the . constraint; the fact that subjective verbs take only the 

~rst person subject in subjective verb sentences must be a Surface Structure (or Out-put) 

Constraint.16 Thus, I propose that the following surface structure constraint should be 

incorporated in Korean grammar: 

(11) The subject noun of a subjective verb sentence is first person (singular) . 

Given Surface Structure Constraint (11), we may now say that deep structures such as 

PM 7 and PM 8 may be freely generated and subsequently PM 8 will be discarded as 

ungrammatical since it fails to meet Surface Structure Constraint (1) while PM 7 will 

be filtered in , so to speak, since it does meet (11). On the other hand, Surface Structure 

Constraint (11) has no effect on a deep structure like PM 6 because ( ll) is not applicable 

to the surface structure derived from PM 6. Since a surface structure constraint is to be 

checked only after all relevant transformations have been applied, an embedded sentence 

is in ' general exempted from it. Hence SI of PM 6, which would be filtered out if it 

occurred in isolation, remains intact. Observe PM 9, roughly the surface structure derived 

from PM 6. 

PM 9 So 
I 

I I 
NPl VP 

I I 
7J --tl~~ I I I 

NP, 51 V 
I I I 

;I. oj;<} VP -et-
I 

I I 
~ COMP 

I 
o} 

Surface structure PM 9 is no longer a structure which is subject to Surface Structure 

Constraint (11); deep structure PM 6 has undergone such changes that (11) has nothing 

to do with it. Above all, sentence (10) derived from PM 9 is not a subjective verb 

sentence. 

18 The term 'surface structure constraint' is due to D. Perlmutter (1968). 
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5. Other Instances of Verb Complementation. 

In order to investigate the meaning of the verb "if} which occurs in sentences like those 

in (3) (i.e., l-f-E i o:j ~}-i- ~01-~4) and (ID) (~ 111 {;- :J.. o:j ~}-i- 't-0}~4), we 

have thus far discussed those sentences in contrast with sentences like those in (5) (i.e., 

l-f ~ :J.. o:j ~}7} 't-4) which we call subjective verb sentences and have shown that they 

are semantically different and accordingly that they are derived from different deep structures 

and most importantly that the verb "if} is responsible for the meaning difference. Further· 

more, we have shown that those sentences in (3) are instances of verb complementation. 

That is, the verb occurring in those sentences is a verb "if} which requires a sentential 

complement. In this section, we discuss some more instances of verb compiementation, 

whereby it will he seen that verb compiementation is an extremely common phenomenon 

in Korean. 

5.1. Complementizer Of/O~. 

Consider the following sentences: 

(I2) (a) ~ 7} 'it0~ 7.!4. 
(h) 7ij 7} !fJ oj ~4. 

(c) ,).JoJ +~ ~o} ~ 4. 

(d) -¥-i!17} :J.. *% 1I}.).] oj !l.* 4. 
(e) ~7} ~ ~ ".[% 4 ~oj ~~4. 

The morpheme oj /o} which occurs regularly before the main verb of each sentence looks 

very much like the complementizer which occurs in sentences like (3) and (10). The 

sentence construction of each of the above sentences looks quite similar to that of the 

latter. I do maintain that the sentences in (I2) are instances of verb complementation. 

So, for example, we may give the deep structure representations PM 10 and PM 11 to 

sentences (I2a and e), respectively. 
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PM 10 

PM 11 

I 
NPl 

I 
"M 
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So -----,--, , 
NP1 VP 

I I 
... ij I 

S 
! 

, I 

I 
V 

I 
SI COMP 71-('-- t1-) 
I , , ,or 

NPz VP 
I , 

"'Po V 
'it 

So 
I 

I 
VP 

1 

1 1 s V 
1 1 

I 1 uJ2J(~t1-) 
S1 COMP 

1 1 

1 
- -- - I o-J 

NP2 VP 
I 1 1 1 

qj NP ADV V 
1 I 1 

,,€!-~D.f t:j- P1 -, 

Compare these phrase-marker with PM 2 or PM 6. Similarities between them are obvious. 

The only difference lies in the structure of the complement sentence: the complement 

sentences of the latter are double subject constructions while those of the former are not. 

Needless to say, transformational rules to apply in both cases will also be similar. After 

the complementizer has been adjoined to the V of SI and NP2 has been dele.ted by the 

Equi-NP Deletion, PM 10 will have been changed into PM 12. 

PM 12 
So 

1 

I 1 
NP l VP 

1 
, 

"'N I 1 
SI V , 

I VP 
I 7]-('-- t:j-) 

V 
1 

1 1 

'it COMP 
1 

Or 
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The V Raising will change PM 12 into PM 13 which is roughly the surface .structure 

of (12a). 

PM 13 So 
I I 

NP VP 
I I 

All V 
I 

I I 
V V 
I I 

I I 7}( 1-q.) 
'@' COMP 

I Or 

Similarly in the case of PM 11, after the applications of the Complementizer Placement 

and the Equi-NP Deletion, it will become a similar structure to PM 12 except for the 

object NP in SI (ignoring ADV). The NP Raising does not apply because the NP in 

question is already in the direct object position. Note in passing that the NP Raising did 

not apply to PM 10 because there was no NP in S) after NP2 had been deleted. Inciden

tally, the only difference in transformational history between the sentences in ( 12) and 

sentences (3) and (10) is whether or not the NP Raising is applied: its application is 

obligatory in the case of the latter while it is not applied in the case of the former. 

Finally, it is worth noting that the Subject Identity Condition is consistently met in both 

cases. If this constraint is not met, i.e. , if the subject NP of a sentence is not iden tical 

with the subject nQun of its embedded sentence where the embedded sentence is a verb 

complement, the sentence is always ungrammatical. Observe the following ungrammatical 

sentences all of which fail to meet the Subject Identity Condition(Compare them with 

(9) .) . 

(13) (a) *"'R 7t ll] '6~ 7]7t 'i[°t 7.l:t:1-. 

(b) *7» 7t °t 017t !fl <>1 -&t:1-. 

(c) *~Jol ~ %°1 4-~ ~ot ~ t:1--

5. 2 Complementizer 7i1 

There are two types of causative constructions in Korean as illustrated by (14) and 

(15). 

(14) ~017t ~ g ~ "4-.:u t:1-. 

(15) ~017t ~ g ~ "4-711 ~A. 

Sentence (14) shows that the causative verb from "4-°1 IS composed of the verb stem "4-

plus the causative suffix 01 (in the sense of surface structure). T his is an extremely 
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productive process in Korean; e.g., ~ 0] 4, 2i!.0] 4. ~o] 4. etc. Sentence (15) shows 

quite a different type of causative construction, in which the familiar verb~} appears. 

Let us caII the former type of causative construction 0] causative and the latter type"i>} 

causative. We are mainly concerned about ~} causative constructions in this subsection. We 

attempt to show that the "i>} which 'occurs in a "i>} causative construction is semantically 

the same as the verb "i>} we have discussed and that the morpheme 71] which co-occurs 

with the ~} is a complementizer. In short, we will argue that (15) is an instance of verb 

complementation. 

First, let us note that the morpheme jj], which has been called an adverbializing suffix 

(Choi 1965:274), is not limited to "i>} causative constructions; it also occurs, among 

others, in sentences such as (16a-c) in which the verb ~ is the main verb. 

Cl6) (a) "$:-0]7} 7J .A,J/~ ~ 'tl-'-tjj] ~ ~ 4. 

(b) o}o] ~ 01 ~ <!J ~}71] ~ ~ 4. 

(c) ~ g 0] :Ai ;<J ~ ~71] ~ ~ 4. 
When we note the position in which occurs jj] in each of the above sentences and certain 

common meanings which seem to be involved in them, we suspect that the verb 71] is a 

kind of verb that requires a sentential complement. If this is indeed the case, the jj] must 

be a complementizer. To examine this possibility, we need to take a closer look at the 

meaning of (16). Take (16a), for example. Clearly, this sentence is a statement about "$:-0]. 

Also the statement contains the information that there is an event, "Suni met Mr. Kim." 

But this much meaning may be taken care of by what remains in (16a) after 71] ~ has 

been deleted: i. e., 

(17) "$:-0] 7} {] ">',l),~ ';ol~ 'tl-;±4. 

Therefore, there must be something more in the meaning of (16a) than whatever is meant 

by Cl 7) . We may, then, say that the something more, whatever it may be, is due to 71] ~ 

especially ~, since it may be assumed to be the main verb of the sentence. Suppose that 

~ is the main verb. What, then, is the subject noun? There seem to be two candidates 

for it: (l) "$:-0]7} may be the subject; or (2) alternatively the whole thing preceding 

the verb ~ may be the subject. I choose the first alternative for a reason which will be 

given shortly. (See p.58) It follows that it may be assumed that "$:-0]7}· · ·71] ~ ~ 4. 

is the main sentence and "$:-0] 7} 7J ">',l),~ ';ol~ 'il-'-tjj] is the embedded sentence. If this is 

true, we can say that the main sentence "$:-0]7},,·jj] ~ ~ 4 is responsible for the meaning 

which is not contained in (17) . The main sentence alone would mean somthing like 
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'Suni became involved in a certain situation .. .' or 'It turned out to be the case that., . .' 

Needless to say, the main sentence alone cannot constitute a (meaningful and complete~ 

sentence; hence the need of a (sentential) complement. The embedded sentence'will, then, 

be able to serve as the complement. Thus the meaning of C16a) maybe paraphrased by a 

quasi-sentence such as 'Suni became involved in a certain situation such that she met 

Mr. Kim' . 

It seems to become clear from its meaning that Cl6a) is an instance of verb complemen

tation, i.e., that the main verb .:£j is a kind of verb which requires a sentential compl

ement and the complement is 711. We may represent the underlying structure of (16a) as 

PM 14. 

PM 14 

t 
NP1 

I 
'i!:-°1 

t 
51 
I 

\ 
NP 

t 

7d "J "'a 

So 
t 

t 

S 
I 

I 
VP 
I 

t 
VP 

t 

t 
V 

I I 
COMP I t 

/'11 ~(9;l.4) 

\ 
V 
t 

'tl-'-t 

The deep structure configuration of PM 14 is shown to be similar to those of PM 10 and 

PM 11 discussed in the previous subsection. In particular, the subjects identity constraint 

is met in PM 14. The transformational rules needed in the previous cases are applicable 

in exactly the same way. The only difference will be that the complementizer is 711 in 

PM 14 and o-j le} in PM 10 and PM 11. This difference is conditioned by lexical items. 

That is, a verb like .:£j requires 711 whereas verbs like those in 5.1 and"8"} require o-j / 

e}. Thus the choice of complementizers is a matter of sub-categrization. If it is a matter 

of transformation and so complementizers are introduced by a transformation, a condition 

would have to be imposed on the transformation so that different complementizers might 

be introduced depending on what the main verbs in question are. Such a redundant condi

tion is avoided in the phrase-structure hypothesis. If the choice of an element is deter

mined solely by co-occurring lexical items as the other co-occurring lexical items are 

generated, why should it be introduced later? 
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In any event, it has become quite clear that the 711 appearing in the sentences in (16) 

is a verb complementizer. We now return to sentence (15) in which 711"8"} acts very much 

like 711~ in (16). It seems to me that it would miss a generalization to argue that the 

711 in (15) is different from the 711 in (16). There seems to be no reason to assume the 

difference. It is natural enough to say that the 711 in (15) is also a verb complementizer 

and the verb "8"} is as usual the kind of verb which requires a sentential complement, its 

meaning being something like 'to cause something or somebody to do something to do 

undergo a certain process, to make a cause such that .. . or to make a motivation in such 

a way that. . .', which indicates that a sentence whose main verb is this"8"} needs to be 

complemented. Above all, it is obvious that the meaning of the verb"8"} in "8"} causative 

constructions such as (15) involves a certain act. It is in this sense that it may be 

assumed to be semantically the same as the verb "8"} discussed in the early sections. Thus 

the main sentence of -'i!:-017J-"'~9- (15) would mean 'Suni does (or is doing) a certain 

act such that Suni makes (or is making) a cause so that and· ··' its embedded sentence 

(i. e., the sentential complement) would be ~ g 01 ~. Then the meaning of the whole 

sentence may be paraphrased by a quasi·sentence like: ' Suni does (or is doing) a cause 

so that the ice may melt.' Its deep structure may be represented as follows: 

PM 15 So 
I 

I I 
NP l VP 

I I 
'ii:- ol I I 

S V 
I I I I 

SI COMP I 
I I "5)-( L- '*) 

I I 711 
NP2 VP 

I I 
~% V 

"""-., 

In the SI cycle, nothing would happen. In the So cycle the Complementizer Placement 

would attach 711 to the V node of SI as its daughter and both the NP Raising and the 

Verb Raising are also applicable: the former would move NP2 up to the direct object 

position in So and the latter would Chomsky-adjoin the V of SI to the main V. The 

application of these transformations would result in PM 16_ 
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PM 16 So 
I 

I I 
NP1 VP 

I I 
~ol I I 

NP2 V 
I I 
~% I I 

V V 
I I I I 

""- COMP -a-} -. 
I 

?lJ 

There remains a problem in PM 15. The condition that NP1 (the subject noun of the 

main sentence) be identical with NP2 (the subject noun of the embedded sentence) in 

all the other cases of verb compementation has been violated in PM 15. For this reason, 

one might argue that a ' sentence like ( i5) is not an instance of verb complementation, 

rejecting PM 15. That is, one might instead suggest that Sl in PM 15 should be a kind 

of Manner Adverbial subordinate sentence rather than a verb complement, 711 being an 

adverbial morpheme rather than a complementizer. The deep structure of sentence (15) 

would be represented as PM 17 according to this view. 

PM 17 So 
I 

I 
VP 

__ I_-
I I 

ADV V 
I -a-r 

.--1-----'----'1 
Sl ?lJ 

___ 1-
I I 

NP2 VP 
I I 
~% * 

PM 17 does not seem to be entirely without foundation. There may be even some 

sense in which PM17 is preferable to PMI5. Nonetheless, I choose PM15 because of the 

structural parallelism between the ~} causative and 0] causative construction which will be 

discussed shortly (In choosing PM 15, however, I do not reject PM 17 altogether; I 

leave its possibility open). We shall see that there is little sense in which it may be 

assumed that a 0] causative construction also contains an adverbial subordinate sentence 

and more importantly that the deep structures of the -o-} causative and the 0] causative 
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sentence are precisely of the same conliguration, the only difference lying in the lexical 

items: the main verb of the former is t;} and that of the latter 0]. 

Accepting PM 15 as the correct deep structure of (15) is admitting that it is a linguistic 

fact that a caustative construction is exempted from the subject identity constraint. 

If this is granted, we may be able to incorporate this fact in the base component in 

the following way: the complementizer o:j is inserted to the deep structure of a sentence 

whose main verb is t;} with a sentential complement if the subject identity condition is 

met in the deep structure and the sentential complement is of the form of double subject 

construction, while the complementizer 711 is inserted if the subject identity condition is 

not met or if the complement sentence is not of the form of double subject construction 

even if the the condition is met. The condition concerning the double subject construction 

is needed to permit the derivation of an instance of reflexivization as illustrated by PM 

18, the deep structure of sentence (18) below. 

(18) ~017} ~}71 ~}.-a~ ~711 '9l t::l-. 

PM 18 So 
1 1 

NPl VP1 

I __ 1 __ -

1 1 
~ol S V 

1 1 

1 1 ~)-(~4) 
SI COMP 

1 1 

I 1 711 
NPz VP2 

1 1 
~ol ~ 

The complementizer 711 has been inserted since SI-the complement sentence-is not a 

double subject construction although the Subject Identity Condition is met. After the NP 

Raising lifts NP2 to VPh so that both NP1 and NP2 are under the same sentence, So, 

and then a Reflexivization will apply to refl.exivize NP2. 

Now we consider the 01 causative construction. Let us point out from the outset that 

the two kinds of causative constructions are not synonymous. The difference may seem 

subtle, but is clearly there. The difference between the two is whether the subject noun 

is committed to the 'process·action' expressed by the causative verb directly or indirectly. 

Returning to sentences (14) and (15), we can observe that the subject of (14), an 0] 

causative sentence, is unequivocally the agent of the process-action 'melting' while the 

subject of (15), a t;} causative sentence, is not clearly the agent. In the latter case, a 
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certain 'mediator' who is actually responsible for carrying out the subject's intention is 

understood to exist. Put it differently, the subject Suni's commitment to the process-action 

melting is indirect in (15), while it is straightforwardly direct in (l4). Although sh~ 

initiates the melting of the ice or makes a cause of the melting, whatever it might be; 

she does not commit herself directly to the activity in the case of (15). But in the case 

of (l4), there is no doubt about Suni's direct commitment to the melting of the ice. 

To make the point somewhat clearer, let us take, another example: the My Lai incident. 

Suppose there is an American, say, Lt. Calley's lawyer, who claims that the killing of 

the innocent Vietnamese at My Lai is ultimately the president's crime or the American 

people's as a whole, but not Lt. Calley's alone because the one who assumes a funda· 

mental responsibility for the Vietnam War is the Commander-in-Chief, i.e., the President, 

or the American society itself and that if Lt. Calley is guilty, then the President should 

also be gulity together with the American society. In this (hypothetical) situation, he 

(Calley 's lawyer) could say (19a), but not (19b). 

(19) (a) t:Jj ~~ 0] l-l tJ oJ'nJ ~ ~71] ~ q. 

(b) t:Jj ~~ 0] l-l tJ oJ'oJ ~ ~0]9J 4. 

(19b) does not fit into the context simply because the President did not participate in 

the shooting. Hence (19b) is a false statement. Sentence (19a) may not be "false, however, 

because it is truthfully presupposed that the President did not engage himself in the 

killing of the innocent Vietnamese people. On the other hand, if the 'President' is 

replaced by 'Calley' in both sentences as in (20) below 

(20) (a) 7~ ~ 7} l-l tJ oJ'oJ ~ ~71] ~ q. 

(b) 7~ ~ 7} l-l tJ oJoJ ~ ~0]9J q. 

Then, (20a) , a <5} causative sentence, does not exactly fit into the context because Calley 

did in fact participate in the shooting, killing several people. But (20a) would be a 

possible assertion of a person who claims that Calley did not even participate in the actual 

shooting. Let us take another example to illustrate the difference mo~e clearly. The 

following pairs of sentences may serve the purpose: 

(21) (a)? 0] TO] l-l tJ AHl- ~ oJl 162....£.. ~71] ~ 4. 

(b) 0] TO] l-l tJ AHl- ~ oJl 162....£.. ~0]9J 4. 

(22) (a) 0] ~o] l-l tJ AHl- ~ ~ ~ ~ ij ~ ~ ~ 2....£.. ~71] ~ 4. 

(b)?? 0]-:;;-0] l-l\:l- AH:}~ ~ qJILl~~~~2.."£" ~0]9J4. 

The killing instrument, i.e., the M-16 rifle, fits well in (21b) , which is a 0] causative 
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sentence in which the subject is directly committed to the process-action in question , but 

it does not fit in (21a), which is a c'>} causative sentence which requires the subject's 

indirect commitment. On the other hand, since American imperialism could not be a 

killing instrument, it fits in (22a) , but not in (22b) . 

It has become certain that -6} .causative sentences involve an indirect commitment whereas 

oJ causative sentence3 involve a direct commitment. Obviously, oJ causative and-6} 

causative sentences are different in meaning. We may now ask where the diffenence 

comes from. If it may be assumed that the morpheme oJ in the oJ causative construction 

is the main verb as in a sentence like (14) as the -6} is in (15) despite the traditional 

view that it is a suffix, it may be that the meaning difference between (14), a oJ 

causative, and (15), a -6} causative, comes directly from that lexical difference. That is, 

we may say that the meaning of direct commitment is due to the causative verb oJ and 

the meaning of indirect commitment is due to the verb c'>}. If this is correct, the deep 

structure of (14) would be different from that of (15), i.e., PM 15, only in that c'>} 

appears as its main verb in PM 15 while oJ appears in the deep structure of (14) . Thus 

we may represent the deep structure of sencence (14) as PM 19. 

PM 19 So 
I 

I I 
NP l VP 

I I 
I I 

~ol S V 
I I I I 

Si COMP 0] ( ut) 
I I 

I . I <P 
NP2 VP 

I I 
q! ~- V 

1~ ., 

The Subject Identity Condition is not met in PM 19 as in PM 15, but the Comple-.... 
mentizer 711 may not be inserted to the COMP in this case since the verb is not c'>}. The 

causative 0] does not require a complementizer. The node COMP, dominating no lexical 

item, will be pruned. The NP Raising and the Verb Raising, however, are applicable. 

If they apply, they will derive PM 20. 
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PM 20 So 
I 

I 
x., 

I 
V 
I 

I 
0] ( '-l:1-) 

We said earlier that there were two alternative views concerning the deep structure 

subject of (l6a) : whether the subject is 'Suni' or '-;r-O]7} 7J AJ."~ ~ ~l--}- . ' The question 

is equivalent to the question of whether 711 in Cl6a) is a verb complementizer or a 

subject noun complementizer. We have chosen the first alternation. The reason for the 

choice is that subordinate sentences preceding 71] in such sentences typicaIIy occupy an 

adverb position. To observe that fact , replace the clauses preceding 711 in (l6a, b and c) by 

an adverb, say, ?-J". AIl the replacements wiII result in weII-formed sentences in which 

?-J" functions, of course, as an ordinary adverb (i.e., -;r-0]7} ?-J" .:s;] ~ q will be resulted 

from (l6a) by the replacement and ~ g 0] 7~ .:s;] ~ 9- from (l6c) .). The strategy on 

which we depend is that if a subordinate clause functions like an adverb and the main 

verb which the subordinate clause modifies is incomplete in the sense that it requires a 

complement obligatorily, then the subordinate clause is taken to be a verb complement. 

After all, an adverb and a verb complement are quite similar in function: both modify 

a verb . 

5. 3. Complementizer n. 

The complementizer ::i!.. occurs in the foIIowing type of sentences: 

(23) (a) {! AJ."~O] -"-11 ~ 2i!..::i!.. ~q. 

(b) {! AJ."~O] ll1lJ"7J: 1-~"E-}01 ~ u~::i!.. 9lq. 

(24) (a) l--}-~ 01 -"Jl ~ 2i!..::i!.. ~9-. 

(b) l--}-~ ~~ 1-~"E-}ol ~ u~::i!.. ~q. 

'the sentences in (23) show examples of Progressive Aspect. They lire the typical kind 

of Progressive Aspect sentence pattern, in which the v.erb ~ is the main verb and the 

main verb is complemented by .an embedded sentence. The complementizer, in this. case, 

is ::i!... The subject identity condition is as usual met . The meaning of (23a) , for example, 

may be paraphrased by such a quasi-sentence as 'Mr. Kim is in a situation in which he 

reads a book at the present time.' Its deep structure may be represented as foIlows: 
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PM 21 So 
I 

I I 
NP1 VP1 

I I 
I I 

~H:l."8 S V 
I I I I 

S1 COMP ~(4) 
I I 

I I :il 

NP2 VP2 

I I 
I I 

7JA,:J."~ NPa V 
I I 
~ .!;!.. 

After the complementizer ::;:r. has been placed as a daughter of the V under VP2 and NP2 

has been deleted by the Equi-NP Deletion and V under VP2 has been moved up to the 

higher sentence by the Verb Raising, PM 22, roughly the surface structure of (23a), wiII 

as usual be obtained. 

PM 22 So 
I -

I I 
NP1 VP1 

I I 
I I 

7J -tl,,~ NPa V 
I I 

;;ilj I I 
V V 
I I 

I I ~(4) 
.!;!.. COMP 

I 
:il 

Sentence (23b) is ambiguous: in addition to the usual progressive meaning, it may have 

another reading which does not involve a progressive aspect interpretation. Thus you may 

say (23b) in the latter sense to describe Mr. Kim's attire rather than to describe what 

Mr. Kim is doing. So the second reading should be derived from a different source from 

the one that is similar to PM 21, which is the deep structure of (23b) in its first reading, 

i.e., the progressive aspect reading. What is the source of the second reading? I would 

suspect that non-progressive meaning may come from the verb +(4) which may have 

been deleted in (23b) by some transformation. So it might be the case that (23b) has 

been derived from a deep structure which also underlies (25) . 

(25) 7J AJ."~ 0] "@::;} t.:J1 E-}o]~ pB 0-] +::;:r. 9.L 4. 
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The verb T is the same type of verb as the verbs we discussed in Subsection 5.1; it-requires 

a sentential complement and the complementizer is o1/o}. Accordingly, we might give the 

deep structure representation to the non-progressive reading of (23b) as follows: (PM 23). 

PM 23 So 
1 

1 
S 
1 

1----' 
Sl COMP 

1 1 I 
VP2 

1 
1 i s V 

1- _1_ 1 I 
S2 COMP -¥-

;-------'-1_- 1 
1 1 <>l 

NP3 VP3 

I r---I- I 
7J "'J;.~ NP4 V 

1 1 
'l'l:-:tl:~iJ14-01 tl~ 

1 
V 

I 
~(t:f) 

No new transformations would be needed: the Complementizer Placement, the Equi-NP 

Deletion and the Verb Raising would convert PM 23 into the surface structure of (23b) 

(But the complementizer 01 and the verb T must be deleted.). As I implied, however, 

I do not present PM 23 as the correct deep structure of (23b) in its non-progressive 

reading; I merely hope that PM 23 may serve as a tentative starting point toward it. 

Further research will either justify Or falsify it to come up with a better solution. 

The progressive aspect we noted in sentences like (23a and b) is especially interesting 

because it enables us to present an argument against the transformational hypothesis 

regarding complemenitzers and naturally for the phrase structure hypothesis. Recall that, 

in Subsection 5.2, we had a sentence whose main verb is 9J. as in the case of (23), i.e., 

sentence (12c) (Alo] 4-~ ,*o} 9J. 9-). Note, however, that the complementizer is o} in 

that case unlike (23). This means that the verb 9J. may take either o} or 2 . But 

whether o} is chosen or 2 results in two semantically different sentences: the progressive 

aspect is present in (23) in which, case 2 has been chosen, while no such aspect is 

present in Cl2c) in which case 2 has been chosen. In a sentence like Cl2c) , the verb 
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describes, 111 collaboration with the verb of its complement sentence, a state resulted fronY 

a certain action . For example, in (l2c) the state of the mountain's being high has 

resulted from the action of its rising. This is quite different from the progressive aspect, 

which refers to a continuous action rather than an ended action. Let us call such a 

semantic property "Resultative" as opposed to ProgressiveY Examine the following 

minimal pair of sentences to see more clearly how the difference in complementizer brings 

about the two different semantic aspects: 

(26) (a) ~ 1l~~01.2.0}(9.j-) 9J4. 

( b) ~ AJ ~~ 01 .2.2 9J 4. 

The only difference between the two sentences lies in the complementizer. That difference 

must distinguish one aspect from another: the resulta tive aspect is due to the complemen

tizer o} and the progressive aspect is due to the complementizer 2. Obviously, the two 

complemenizers, o} and 2, are not meaning-preserving. This fact, therefore, invalidates 

the transformational h ypoth esis which is based on the meaning-preserving of complemen

tizers. On the other hand, it is naturally accommodated within the phrase-structure 

h ypothesis under wh ich the meaning-changing complementizers are generated in deep 

structure instead of being introduced by transformation. 

Let us, now, consider the sentences in (24), which are particularly interesting for some 

reasons. First they are very similar to subjective verb sentences in that they are a kind 

of double subject construction and only the fi rst person pronoun may be the first subject 

and that there are nonstative versions for them in which the verb i>} appears (See sentence 

(28». We attempt to take account of these fac ts and the possible relat ions between 

them. First of all, consider the follo wing non-sentences : 

l
l-i1 7} 

(27) * ~ 11. ~~ 01 

etc. 

These sentences are ungrammatical simply because their subjects are not first person . In 

this regard, the sentences in (24) behave very much like subjective verb sentences, 

not to mention the fact that the subject marker may occur with the second noun 

( i. e., -y. :: 01 ".1] 01 ~2 ~ 4, which will be referred to as (24a». Also, the meaning 

of the main verb ~ appears to have something in common with subjective verbs (e.g., 

17 The term 'resultative' is due to W. Chafe (1970) . 
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~ q, i!A. A] 7tl 9-. %) . Furthermore, the sentences in (27) would be grammatical if 

they were put in the past tense ( i.e., 7,,) A,} .... ~ 0] ,,~o] 2i!..:ll 1l. ~ 9-), or in the conjecture 

aspect ( i. e" ~ A,1/R 0] "Ji 0] 2i!..:ll 1l. 39. q). This fact may also sugges~ that the sentences 

in (24) are subjective verb sentences. 

However, all these seeming indications conflict with the fact that the object marker 

occurs with the second noun. As far as the syntactic structures of (24a and b) are 

concerned, they are definitely similar to (23) and, for that matter, to all the other sentences 

of verb complementation except the subjective verb sentences. Ignoring the subject marker 

for the ' moment, thus, wOe may represent the deep structure of (24a) as usual in the 

following manner: 

PM 24 

, 
NP1 

I 
'-I-

, 
Sl , 

So , 

-,---, 

, 
S , 

, 
COMP , 

NP2 VP2 

I ,----,-1-----" 
'-I- NPs V , , 

0l~ .!i!. 

, 
V 

I 
-1!(4) 

The complementizer .:ll will be lowered after the V dominated by VPz by the Complemen

tizer Placement, NPz will be deleted by the Equi-NP Deletion, and V under VPz will 

be raised to the main sentence by the Verb Raising. The result of these transformational 

operations is PM 25. 

PM 25 So , 
, , 

NP1 VP1 

I 
, 

I I 
'-I- NPg V 

I I 
op~ I I 

V V 
I I I I 

.!i!. COMP ~C 9-) 
I 

:;z. 
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We stated that there exist nonstative counterparts of the sentences in (24), in which 

the verb "8"} occurs. It is predicted that the constraint that only the first person pronoun 

may be the subject is relaxed in the nonstative counterparts of the sentences as in 

previous cases(See Section 3) . The following sentences show that it is indeed the case: 

(28) 1 ~:~ :~ j.:r..% '-31 E.} 01 {~}} "1131. 11. <>1 ~4. 
(c) 7J AJ.;.g ~ 

But note that the subject marker cannot occur in this case. We will take this matter 

up shortly, 

As before, we may assume that the verb "8"} is the main verb and that it is complemen

ted by an embedded sentence. In (28c) , for example, {l ~;.g ~ .:r.. 'tl- '-:11 E.}ol~ ll~ 31. 1l. 
<>1 will then be the embedded sentence. But this embedded sentence also contains as its 

main verb a verb which requires a sentential complement, i.e., the verb 1l. , It will be 

the case, therefore, that two sentential complements are embedded in the deep structure 

of (28c) , though not at the same level. Thus we may represent it as PM 26. 

PM 26 So 
I 

I 
S 
I 

I 
SI 
I 

I 
COMP 

I 
oJ 

, , 
s V 

'-, --,---I ---Cl I 
S2 COMP ~ ,--' -, \ 

NPa VPa 2-

I ' I I 
7d ;..:!).~ NP, V 

I I 
~'ll: l.ij 401 o~ 

, 
V 

The Subject Identity Condition is met ( i. e., NP1= NP2=NP3) . The main verb is "8"} 

and the main verb of its complement sentence is 1l. wh ich in turn requires a sentential 

complement, that is, S2, whose main verb is ll~. As we already know, "8"} requires the 
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complementizer <>1 and the verb 11. requires J!... Thus in the second cycle, i.e., the SI 

cycle, the Complementizer Placement places J!.. to the right of the V dominated by VPs 

as its sister and then the Equi-NP Deletion deletes NPg 'and finally the Verb Raising moves 

the V under VPs up to a new V node created between VP2 and V. In the third cycle, 

the same three transformations are applied. The complementizer <>1 is placed directly after 

the V dominated by VP 2, and NP 2 is deleted, aNd then the new V is raised to the main 

sentence. The output of these transformational operations is PM 27. 

PM 27 So 
I 

I I 
NP1 VP1 

I I 
I I 

7,,] 'H"~ NP, V 

I I 
I I .::.:.'l! 1-:l]Ej-o] V V 
I I I I 

V V "6"H 4 ) 
I I 

I i I I 
ell COMP "I no COMP 

r I 
.:iL <>1 

Thus far we have ignored the occurrence of the subject marker III (24). Now we 

consider why it occurs in such sentences. I propose two alternative answers to the question: 

a transformational approach and an analogical approach. Unfortunately, neither approach 

seems to be perfectly satisfactory , and yet I will try to show that there is reason to 

choose the analogical approach over the transformational approach. ' Lee (1970) has 

suggested a solution to the problem. but I will point out why I believe it is untenable. 

First, the" transformational approach. Since there is no meaning difference between the 

two cases in (24) , i.e., the case in which the object marker occurs and the other case in 

which the subject marker occurs, that is, between (24a) '-t ::: 0] ,,~~ 2i!.J!.. 11. 4 and '-t 

::: 0] ,,~~ 2i!.J!.. 11.4, to which we have referred as (24a' ). It must be the case, therefore, 

that if PM 24 is the correct deep structure of (24a) it also underlies (24a' ). Different 

sets of transformations will make the difference. Thus for the derivation of (24a') , two 

new transformations must be proposed : a Verb Lowering and a kind of NP Rasing. The 

Verb Lowering operates in exactly the opposite way to the Verb Raising; that is, it 

lowers a V to a lower sen tence while the Verb Raising lifts a V to a higher sentence. 

If it applies to PM 24, the main verb is moved down to the V under VP2• After NP2 
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has been deleted as usual by the Equi-NP Deletion, NP3 has to be moved up to fill its' 

position, i. e., the subject position. This is assumed to be done by a kind of NP Raising. 

This transformation is not exactly the same as the NP Raising we have used; on the 

contrary, it is an extremely unusual kind of transformation. For the usual NP Raising 

moves up a NP to a higher . sentence whereas the transformation in question operates 

within the scope of a sentence: it simply moves an object NP to the subject position in 

the same sentence. It is certainly an ad hoc rule. Since such a sentence as C24a') may be 

said to be ' irregular', however, such an ad hoc rule may be inevitable. In any event, the 

two newly introduced transformations, the Equi-NP Delection and the Complementizer 

Placement will be able to convert PM 24 into PM 28 below, which may serve to account 

for the occurrence of the subject marker following 01 5~ in C24a' ) . Note that NP3 is now 

in the subject position. 

PM 28 So 
I 

I 
NP3 

I 
oj;<.lJ 

I 
.!i!.. 

I 
51 
I 

I 
V 
I 

I 
VP2 

I 
V 
I 

I 
V 

I I 
COMP 1). (et) 

I 
:;L 

Secondly, the analogical approach: What this approach suggests is that such a sentence 

as C24a') may have been developed from C24a) by analogy. That is, it may be assumed 

that only the object marker was possible in such a sentence and that a grammatical 

modification was made so that the subject marker might also occur in accordance with 

the pattern of a sentence structure that had existed, i.e., the structure of subjective verb 

sentence. Such an analogical change may become quite feasible when we notice a striking 

semantic similarity between subjective verbs and the f;:>rm Verb Stem+21t : both are 

stative and allow only the first person pronoun as their subject in the present tense. No 

other verbs have this semantic peculiarity. Thus C24a' ) may have been made possible 

through the following processes: 

(29) Ca) ( y. ,;::,) SUBJECT (0 ) jiJj~) SUBJECT (-:a: q ) VERB 
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Cb) ( t.f~) SUBJECT ( 0] .7.lJ~) SUBJECT CA] 7;:j t:t) VERB 

CC) C t.f~ ) SUBJECT (0] .7.lJ X)x 

Take another example: 

(1i!.3"L -1i q ) VERB 

(30) Ca) ( t.f~ ) SUBJECT ( .:2 ajA]-7}) ~BJECT (~ q ) VERB 

(b) ( t.f ~) SUBJECT ( .:2 O~ A}7}) 2UBJECT ( .:2 ~ q) VERB 

( C) ( 1.-}~ ) SUB JECT ( .:2 ajA} X) x (1i!.3"L -1i q ) VERB 

79 

It may be that X in such sentences as (29c) and (30c) was filled by the subject marker 

in accordance with subjective verb sentence patterns exemplified by (29a) and (29b) . 

Interestingly, (30b) and (30c) are virtually synonymous. It may be an historical accident 

that the synonymy has now matched the syntatic similarity. 

Needless to say, the analogical approach is an historical explanation, and for this reason 

it may be rejected in the synchronic study of a language such as the present one. Yet 

those who reject the historical explanation of a kind of irregularity would have to bear 

with an ad hoc synchronic explanation such as the transformational approach. As I pointed 

out, however, the transformational approach is questionable as long as the process of NP 

Raising employed there remains extremely strange and unusual. If it is found in the 

future that such a t ransformation is syntactically motivated on certain other independent 

grounds, then the transformational approach will be revalued and strongly supported. Until 

then we may have to bear with the analogical approach although we are at present 

unable to present any historical evidence to support iLl8 

Finally, we will give a comment on Lee's proposal. According to this proposal, the 

deep structure of (24a) would be represented as PM 29 (ignoring the Declarative Perfor

mative) (Lee 1970:49-65) . 

There appear to be three questionable matters in PM 29. First, the appearance of the 

verb _ ~} is unfounded. According to this proposal, the verb ti} is to be deleted under these 

18 A third alternative might be proposed. It may be assumed that the change of Subject Marker 
from Object Marker is due to a rather general 'Marker Shift,' an interchange among Subject, Object 
and Topic Markers. Thus (24a') may simply be assumed to be derived from (24a) by a Marker 
Shift Transformation which changes Object Marker into Subject Marker. But such a transformation 
would not be meaning-preserving because a change from one marker to another results in a change 
in Topic, Focus, Presupposition and the like . Much research is yet to be done to motivate such a 
transformation. If it wilt prove well-motivated, it will not only shed light to the- study of ever
puzzling problems concerning Marker shifts; it will be of much theoretical interest beca use it may 
point to a case where surface structures can contribute to meaning, th-ereby supporting the position of 

' interpretive semantics. ' 
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PM 29 
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, 
NP1 

, 
VP , 

I 
t-J-

,--- --- -, 
NP2 V , , 

S2 ~} 

, 
NP3 , 
S3 , 

, , 
NP4 VP , , 

, 

4-, , 
NP5 V , , 

0) jjJ ]il.. 

, 
VP , 
11. 

circumstances. Why does an element that is always deleted have to appear in the deep 

structure? Lee answers us that it is necessarily postulated to exist in the deep structure 

of (24:'1) in order to take account of the alleged synonymy between subjective verb 

sentences (in our terms) and their ii~ counterparts. But we have pointed out that there 

exists no such synonymy in the first place. There is no reason to posit the verb ii~ in the 

deep structure of (24a). 

Secondly, the NP2 node is superfluous, not to mention NP3 • By postulating NP2, Lee seems 

to imply that the the verb ii} in this case is a two-place predicate or a transitive verb. 

But there is no evidence to support this implication(He has presented no argument for 

it.). 

Third, and most importantly, what is asserted by the configuration of S2 is semantically 

unfounded (or counterintuitive). It seems incorrect to argue that the embedded S3 · (1.Jl7~ 

0] ftJj ~ ]i.) is the subject of S2 whose main verb is -Q. The Subject of a sentence whose 

main verb is -Q must be 'human' or at least 'animate' (or perhaps a certain inanimate 

noun under certain unusual circumstances one might imagine), but by no means a 

sentence. How could possibly a sentence 'want' something? There seems to be no semantic 

or syntactic evidence to support what is asserted in PM 29. The only reason to suggest 

such a structural configuration seems to be the fact that the second NP of (24a) co-occurs 

optionally with a subject marker. For Lee seems to claim that that fact is explainable 

only if S3 is in the subject position. That is, when the NP Raising applies in the S2 

cycle, there are two NP's to be raised, NP4 and NPs' Thus, if NP4 is raised to the left of 

S2 and subsequently deleted by the Equi-NP Deletion, NPs will end up with the object 
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'lllarker and, on the other hand, if NP 5 is raised to the left of S2' it will eventually take 

-the subject marker because it will have taken the subject position (The VP of Sa will be 

raised as usual, and both NP 3 and NP 4 deleted.). 

Even if these transformations are granted, however, the qaestion remains whether it is 

permitted to construct a semantically unfounded deep structure such as PM 29 for the sole 

purpose of accounting for a surface structure phenomenon such as the occurrence of 

. the subject marker in (24a ' ) (Lee himself has argued, and I agree, that the occurrences 

vof the subject and obj~ct markers are within the domain of surface structure.). I think 

that it is a mistake to modify the deep structure rather than the transformational compo-

_ nent in order to account for the occurrence of a subject marker. 
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